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f you have a strong overseas accent you'll know that it can be socially 
isolating, at times frustrating and even make you feel inferior or 
inadequate. 

Wherever you come from, your accent is a part of your personality.  It defines 
your nationality; people you've spent time with and places that you've lived.  The 

way you speak can also reveal your personal expectations and aspirations.  Accents can 
be charming, exotic, even exciting but they can also be a barrier to communication.  

Here are my top seven secrets for reducing strong accents and turning them to your 
advantage. 

Secret #1:  Take a deep breath 

Good language skills are always backed up by good breathing. Learn and practice a deep 
breathing technique. The trick is to take a long, slow, relaxed deep breath, not a sudden 
sharp one. Focus on using your diaphragm and abdomen rather than your chest 

For more details on good breathing technique please refer to our publication Seven Secrets 
for Good Breath Control 

Secret #2:  SERBs Learn Well – Four Strategies for Learning 

This is a clever little acronym developed with the help of one of my Hungarian accent 
students, Csongor Halmai. SERB stands for: 

S 
low down This is probably the best strategy of all. Everyone will appreciate it 

if you take more time and you’ll have more time to think and get 
your tongue round difficult words. 

E 
xaggerate Exaggeration helps your muscles understand what is required of 

them – especially if a movement is unfamiliar.   

R 
epeat Practice doesn’t make perfect, it makes better.  Being a 

perfectionist is always a failing but repetition is a key to 
improvement and developing muscle memory * 

B 
reak down One of my lecturers at uni was fond of asking the question “How do 

you eat an elephant?” The answer if “In pieces.”  Break difficult 
words down into their component sounds and then put them back 
together again.   

* See our publication Seven Secrets for Successful Practice for more details. 
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Secret #3:  Phone a Friend 

Enlist the help of an English-speaking friend to help you with 
the finer points.  

If you've got a problem with anything seeking help isn't a sign of 
weakness but of strength. It demonstrates real strength of 
character and a willingness to learn.  

Most people like to feel like they are being useful. So, you'll 
probably find that your English-speaking friend is delighted to 
have been asked.  

Secret #4:  Jump in the deep end 

Another significant issue for people coming to live in any new 
culture is the natural desire to surround yourself with a few 
familiar things and to gravitate towards other people from back 
home. This reduces the number of opportunities you must tune 
into the natural rhythms and cadences of the new language.  

The secret is to immerse yourself in English.  Read English language newspapers; listen to English 
language talk radio; watch English language TV; swap Bollywood for Hollywood (or whatever your national 
film industry is called).  When your choosing TV to watch, pick Australian, Kiwi or British programs rather 
than American: there are some significant differences between Commonwealth English and American 
English.  Picking up American vocabulary, pronunciation and rhythms could easily confuse.   

Even if you're still speaking your mother tongue at home, have an English Language radio station going on 
in the background.   

Secret #5:  Sounds Like ... 

A common misperception is that strong accents are caused by mispronunciation.  Never-the-less most 
people with strong accents will have a few sounds that need some attention.  Ask your friend which are 
the ones you're having difficulty with and work on those.   

Problem Sound Example Description 

Th as in The The two Th sounds are probably the trickiest to master.   

Th as in Thin 

W as in Wish W & V have similar vocalisations but are shaped 
differently at the front of the mouth. V as in Van 

A, E, I, O, U All vowel sounds Vowel sounds are often insufficiently differentiated. 

Some nationalities have difficulty with other specific sounds like R and L for Chinese speakers and 
some sibilants for Spanish speakers. Typically, this is because of the absence of the sounds in the 
mother tongue.   

Secret #6:  Get the Rhythm 

Learning to understanding the rhythm of English is the big game changer.  Without getting too technical 
English has a different rhythm than most other languages: a fact that isn't always taught in English 
Language Schools.  If you try to superimpose the rhythms of your mother tongue on English, it will be hard 
for others to understand you because you're not placing the emphasis where it is normally expected. 

 
Phone a Friend.   

Enlist some help from a local 
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Look for the important content words in a sentence and emphasise those. 

Secret #7:  Activate the Red Car Syndrome 

The human brain is supremely good at pattern matching. The 
part of the brain responsible is the neocortex and is found only in 
mammals. It forms the outer most layer of the brain and is 
responsible for reasoning and looking for patterns of information. 
I like to call it the red car syndrome.  

You see a red car that you like and that you’ve not noticed before. 
You decide to buy one. Now that you’re driving the lovely new red 
car, suddenly this type of red car is everywhere!  

You have inadvertently activated the pattern matching part of the brain. It doesn’t have to be a car, it 
could be anything, a new dress, new shoes, a new dinner set … you get the idea.  

We can use this fantastic ability to improve your language skills. Start collecting new vocabulary and 
expressions. Writie them down! You’ll find that the more you do this, the more you’ll see.  

Bonus Secret:  Be Kind to Yourself 

It’s disappointing when all people notice about you is your accent.  You are so much more than that.  
People can be unkind.   

The thing I have found is that most people with strong accents are very intelligent.  Despite what some 
people would have you believe most migrants are the cream of the societies that they have left behind.  
It’s the bright ones that have the gumption to get up and move around the world to find a better life for 
themselves and their families.   

The other point worth noting is that few English speakers bother to learn other languages beyond a very 
elementary level.  This puts you at a very distinct advantage over the locals.  The ability to speak another 
language has been shown to extend your life by up to five years.   

So next time you’re feeling like being hard on yourself for having a strong accent give yourself a pat on the 
back instead and be kind to yourself.   

Taking the First Steps 

We hope this report has been helpful and inspired you to take the first steps towards better 
communication. There is more information and a range of materials on our websites. For assistance and a 
detailed assessment of your accent give us a call or drop us a line (hello@accentreduction.tv). 
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